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– important precursor
of ozone
– cause of acid rain
– hazardous to
human health
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– diﬀerent spatial resolutions
result in diﬀerent sampling of
�ne-scale pollution structure
– large diﬀerences between the
four instruments for small regions

– strong decreases over U.S., Europe, Japan
– strong increases over E-China and Middle East
– no signi�cant changes in the rest of the World
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Location

Why Megacities ?

– more than 50% of human population lives in cities
– urbanization still stronly
increasing
– pollution hot spots due
to high energy use
– large number of people
aﬀected by air quality
in megacities

Account for instrumental diﬀerences in trend model:
– common among all instruments:
– linear growth rate
– seasonality 'shape'
– instrument-dependent:
– oﬀset
– seasonality amplitude
– noise
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Uncertainty / signi�cance assessment
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via Bootstrap analysis:
– 2000 replications
– shuﬄe trend �t residuals, repeat analysis
– compute histogram & 95% con�dence interval
– trend is signi�cant
0.0 is outside of 95%-interval
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Non-linear changes in Athens

Reasons for instrument-dependence

magenta = not signi�cant
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Trend model:

Diﬀerent satellite instruments:

OMI:
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The idea:

– long timeseries
– global coverage
– consistent measurement
conditions

GOME:
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(SCIAMACHY only)

– VCDtrop NO2 from IUP/Uni-HB scienti�c retrieval v4
– stratospheric correction with Bremen 3d CTM
– climatological tropospheric AMFs from MOZART
– gridded to 0.0625°
– monthly averages

Why Satellites ?

3
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Megacitiy comparison

The data:

– Linear trend model does not re�ect reality
– Trend needs to be decomposed into several periods
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Summary / Conclusions
– Investigation of long-term changes in tropospheric
NO2 columns using multiple satellite instruments
– Diﬀerent instruments' spatial resolutions result in
diﬀerences in the behaviour of the four datasets

Homogeneous, high-emission areas with no topographic boundaries:
– ground pixel size has negligible eﬀect
Areas with inhomogeneous, partly high emissions and
no topographic boundaries: NO2 can spread
– small impact of instrument resolution
Emission "point sources" with topographic barriers
(e.g., mountaints): NO2 cannot spread throughout area
– instrument resolution is very important
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– Eﬀect of spatial resolution strongly depends on
local surroundings of the city
– Development of a trend model which uses all
available data
– Positive trends in emerging regions, negative trends
in developed regions
– Assumption of linear changes is not optimal for long
timeseries:
non-linear methods needed for quanti�cation
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